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Deep in the Black Forest, a mad clockmaker is using his world-famous cuckoo clocks in a devious

plot to take over the world! It's up to you to get past his minions, find the clockmaker, foil his evil

plans and save the world. That's a tall order! What will you need to complete it? Well, for starters,

you'll need a working knowledge of the German language....  Who says that learning a language

can't be fun? DR. BLAIR'S GERMAN IN NO TIME uses compact-disc audio (and a bonus

interactive CD-ROM featuring a traveler's vocabulary and much more) to get you speaking German

more quickly and enjoyably than you ever thought possible. With DR. BLAIR'S GERMAN IN NO

TIME, you will:   Learn the practical applications you need  Master easy and effective memory tricks 

Review everything you learn on the interactive CD-ROM  Whether you're a businessperson,

student, or traveler, whether you're brushing up on a forgotten language or just interested in

learning a new one, DR. BLAIR'S GERMAN IN NO TIME teaches you the skills you need at the

pace you want, jump-starting your study with a variety of methods that keep the experience fun,

fresh and motivating.  Why rely on old, out-dated techniques to learn a new language? DR. BLAIR'S

GERMAN IN NO TIME offers the up-to-the-minute advantages that you won't hear anywhere else!

--This text refers to the Audio CD edition.
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This set consists of 3 audio cds and a CD-Rom disc. The basic idea in this teaching method is that

you are given German words in the context of familiar English sentences and that by becoming

familiar with the new words and slowly increasing your vocabulary you eventually listen and learn

sentences and phrases in German alone. I do not rate this set as highly as the Michel Thomas

Beginner's series simply because it is not as in-depth nor does it build language comprehension as



solidly. A very good buy for the current used price of approx. $8. Tchuss!

Gives you basic German and is usable in a couple weeks. Fun to use and study. My wife and I

enjoyed speaking it at mealtime.

It's a good way to increase vocabulary but, better course are from Michel Thomas

Perfect!

This is the best language series I've ever heard....the method is unique and fun to listen to...you

really learn while doing! It's not the usual boring memorizing of words. I was amazed at how much I

had learned on my recent trip to Germany. I look forward to more of the same when I begin studying

another language for my next trip abroad...
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